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II0ovember 1972ducators from several.parts of the Uni:
ted1States met at the University of, North Dakota, to discuss

some. common concerns about.the narrow accountability ethos

that had,begun to dominate, schools and to share what many

believed to be more sensible means'of both,dodumenting and

assessing childrqn's-le :ng. Subsequent meeli-ings, Much

sharing of evaluation in mation, and financial and moral

support from,ihe Rockefelltr Brothers Fund have all con-

tributed to keeping together'what is now called the North .

Dakota Study Group,on Valbation. A major .goal of the,

Study Group, beybnd support for individual partleipants

and programs, is to 'provide materials for teachers, par-

ent's, school administrators and, governmental ,crecision- .

makers (within State Education Agencies andthe J.S. Office '

of EdOcation),that might encourage re-examination o, a

range of evaluation .issbes, and perspectives about schools

,and schooling. 1
. ,

Towards -this end, the Study ,GroUp has inittated a'

continuing series of menographs,.efwhia this paper is.

one. Over time,. the series will'include material on,.

among other things, children's thinking, children's ahg- '

uage, teacher support systeps, inservice training, the

school's relatiopship-tO the, larger community: The-intent,

is that these papers be taken not as final statements-0

new ideokogy, but as working papers, written by people

who are. acting on not ,just thinkingdbout, these problems:

whose implications4,aeed an active and 'considered response.

: VitoDrrorze, Dean
Centgx-lbr Teadhing &-Learning,.
yniversitS, of North Dakota s.
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Introduction

a

This is a descriptive study of the Teacher Curriculum Work
Center, which opened in 'October 1972, in a YMCA on Chi-

scago's southside. it tries to capture the way of life of
one functioning teacher center by sampling aspects of the
center program and by exploring the viewpoints of various
participants.

sfle study was motivated by both theoretical and

practical concerns. On y.the one hand we were intrigued.b
the possibility that teacher centers had a special role
in teacher education,which neither universities with their

concern for the discovery of knowledge nor schoo s with
their concern for the education of children co d play. '

fheoretically,centers might bridge the gap i ween theory

and practice in teacher education and devel milt and im-
plementation in curricular reform. .We wanted to concept-

ualize the role of centers in the context of a larger sup-
port, system responsive to teachers' needs at different

srages. of professional deVelopMent. At the same time, we

were excited about the widespread use oaf a local.teacher'
center and curious about the nature ankrleffecfs of its.op-

erations,, The center seemed to be the locus for a genuine

community of teachers. We wanted to- know how is came to

be and what was going on there. -

File goals of the Study CoMmIssion on Undergraduate
Education and the Education of Teachers, which funded the
study, andefhe particular focus of the Chicago network of
community-60ased, field - oriented alternatives seemed

rectay related tofour research interests. (August Docu-

ment, 1972). We proposed, therefore, to conduct a descrip-
tive study of one center as a first step towards assessing
its effect+ teachers and teachidg, and as a way of in-
forming our understanding of centers in general.

While the literature'on teacher centers-has prolif-

erated, to date most of it pays little attention to the
kinds of questions which interested us. As anotherob-
server of the center movement points out:

Problems of coordination and government have con-,
sumed much of the energy of the planners Of tea-
cher centers, and these concerns, rather than the
substanthe eocus of training and the training
process are reflected in the literature....Appar-,
tently we shal:1 have to await a second generation

of literature before We %rill find much of ediica-
,
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tionai substance ,to add' to the political substance

of the present. IPteratilre (Joyce, 1974).

Despite theirpromise and widespread appeal, tea -
cher centers could become just another illustration of
the banaagon phenomenon so charactpristie of educational
reform in America. One antidote against this iscritical
dialogue informed by practical, empirical, and theoreti-

cal knowledge. Hopefully this study will contribute to

such a dialogbel
Our findings are organiLed around the following

topics: 1) History; 2) Philosophy; 3) Setting/tnviron-

.1ent; 4) People Who Use the Contd.; 5) Organizational
Structure;,6) Program Highlights; 7) Teacher Behavior in
the Center; and 8) Major Mmes. Most of the empirical

results are Arawii from three data sources: 1) sign-in/ _....

out fonns,which all center users were asked to fill out
each time they came 'during the period,of study (,lanuary-
February 1974); 2) personal data. sheets filled out by
visitors during the same period of time; 3) observation-
al data obtained from sampled time periods during the
two months. In addition, we examined all the center's
t.ritten records and conducted taped interviews,with the

staff.

We have tried to integrate the data into a coherent
account with few methodological digressions. The vali-
dity of this study depends on the faithfulness with which
the various sources of information arc woven together to
reflect not only factual happenings but also their mean-
ing and underlying dynamic.

6
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History

This is a story about how a group of teachers started a o
''

1,teacher center. It is also a story about the emergence
lof an, crganiiation as the embodiment of a oommon.purpose.
Too often the origins of educational innovations go un-

docume ted. Because we felt this pareof the tale should

\also b\ told, we gathered together founders and friends
of the ',-,"enter on February 10,, 1974.,and asked them how and

why it all began. Prom their recollections and from early

documents, we reconstructed the Center's beginnings.
The place,, is Chicago, Illinois, more specifically,

k the southside. The time is 1970 lhe main characters are
Joan Bradbury, Carol, Brindley, Hannah MacLaren, Sandy Lang,

Myles.Jacobson, and eventually Barry Hammond. Joan had

been teaching at :oop #3, an alternative elementary school,

which she helped to start. Carol was a head teacher at.

the Laboratory 'Nursery School at.the University of Chic go.
-Hannah, taught five- to seven-year-olds at Ancona, a Mo

tessori-based sthool andAirected their teacher training

program, (Early Education Course/Chicago). Sandy wa co-

ordinating the'Clustv Classroom Project, a community ini-
tiated program to Aevelop open classrooms in Hyde Park-

Kenwood public schools. Myles was a graduate student in

Education at the University of Chicago and activelywork-

ing with several alternative schools. Barry, who joined

the group later, was also a student in education at the

university. tt, . .

These people knew each other through a variety of

formal and infOrmal channels% In particular, their in-
volvement as parents, teachers, and friends of Coop #3
'provided a valuable common experience in starting an al-

ternative educational institution. Collectively, they

also knew a handful of people both locally and nationally

who acre active-in open classroom experiments, alternative

schools and innovative efforts it teacher training. Mostly

they enjoyed getting together t make curricular materials

for their classrooms and to tal about the problems of

open education.
In the fall of 1970;'Carol-hosted a meeting at the

nursery school, the most central location, to talk about

setting up a teacher center. The.group met regularly for

several months in an effort to define the kind of cehter

they wanted. Sometimes others joingd their meetings and

presented alternative points of view, One friend, invol-

ved in a center on the northside, advocated more direct
.
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' political action, but the core group felt more comfort-
able focusing on changes in classroom organi ?ation and

new curricula. They toyed with the idea of a storefront

to sell home-made materials and a recycle center for
turning "waste materials" from local industries (i.e.
cardboard boxes, metal punchOuts, IBM boxes, scraps of
plexiglass)'idio usaole classroom equipment. Gradually

the idea of a place where teachers could talk and make

their own materials emerged.
When the group got cold feet about doing something

on a large stale or individuals began to wonder whether
they were wasting their.own time, all 'coul'd justify get-
ting together because they liked each others' company.

Carol: The momentum had to do with the group that

exists. We enjoyed sitting around and

brainstorming ideas.
\ .

Sandy: It was stimulating to be together and we

were also making things.

When the University of Chicago relocated its cur-
riculum resource library so that teachers without formal
university affiliation no longer had easy access to these

materials, the group felt an'impetus to act. In February

1971, Hannah wen to the boa d of her school and obtained

permission to us part of thc basement and $90 for mater-

ials to create a space. Through the spring,,the group

concentrated on lesigning an area in the basement rather
than on discussi g the center's,purPose. .Recalling that
time, Joan and Sandy made the following observations:

,

Joan: I member times when we were planning to
build that space. We really couldn't figure

out what the center was to be. We would.a1-

ways stick to the concrete planning of the

space.

Sandy: I also have the 'feeling that we TOt into
designing that space and building the de-

signs and painting because we didn't know
what else to do at that time.

Joan: It was a step on the way.

From the fall of 1971 through the spring of 1972,
Joan, Carol, Hannah and Sandy net twice a week in the

basement of Ancona. On Mondays, they continued their

discussions and made materials,which the three teachers

usedlin their classrooms. On Thursdays, they invited

the eachers from the Cluster Classroom Project to drop

by. When teachers came, they tended to copy whatever

materials they found. This frustrated thb-grogpiwko had
expected teachers to enjoy and be able to do exactly what

they themselves found so sati.!fying. Moreover, the same

teachers did not necessarily return each week. Restric-

4
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tions on when the.space could be used and inadequate sup=

plies. and materials were felt t be real limitations.

Similarly,open-ended meetings seMed unproductive. .The

group began to spend more and mor time on Mondays trying

to figure out what to,do on Thursdays. They experimented

with a dffferent focus each week; \,

j)urrng this time,Uannah and Joan were teaching'an

extension course for-the National College of Education,

lediuTechniques of Individualizing Instruction," They

asked Warry to offer a session on math. : Shortly after, .

Barry did a series of math workshqps in the basdment of

Ancona, which was Open to the public and sponsiored jointly

by the Ancona training program and the teacher center.

The workshops concentrated on making and.using specific

math materials, i.e. balance beams and geoboards. .

The group never questioned thq merit'of their 'cen-

ter' idea. As Carol 'put it: "We ourselves got a big kicli

out of crea ing our own materials, seeing an idea'in a

catalogue a d duplicating it Father than ordering it,and,

we felt tha other teachers could enjoy that, too." De-

spite real uncertainty about the general demand for such 7,

a facility, weitried to figure out the conditions neces-

sary to make i work. A critical mass of teachers, an

,accessible and 'neutral' space, tdols,=and raw materials,

a.supply of ho emado models and room to display them, and ,

-.a staff person with ample time to plan seemed critical.

.Throughhr work with the Cluster Classroom Project,

Sandy knew the director of the Wieboldt Founda-

.tion,who gave tie group his, encouragement. Joan, ready

for a break fro teaching, wanted an opportunity to work

; on curriculum. He took the initiative in writing a.pro-

posal that outl.ned a series of activities and requested

funding to staff, equip. and organize the Center for one

year. With the h 1p of Hannah's,neighbor, a lawyer, the

group begaeWorki g on in- rporatioxfpapers land procedures,

for tax-exempt status. In ne'1972, the Wieboldt Founda-

tion gave the Cent r $20,000. '.
"S

The next ate, was finding a plact. The group felt

strongly about the hdvantages of au independent, 'neutral'

location rather than a'§-6Abol=based site. Originally, they

wanted a storeftbnt in Hyde Park but none was-aVailable.

Finally, in August, they secured two small adjoining'rooms

in\the Hyde Park YMCA', ,
4- ,

. . .

Joan.and Carol planned the space. John assumed the

directorship; Sandy. and Carol volunteered to work'part-

time\and without pay: \Hannah planned to spend the year

in Boston studying for master's degree and working at

the Teacher Resource Center at the.Boston OhildrenhS

Museum.
Posters were placed in neighborhood schools. Ar-

ticles appeared in local newspapers and in the New School

News, a local alternative .schools publication. In addi-

tion, local principals wer contacted and teachers in the

Cluster Classroom Project were informed of the Center's

new location. -....

.

On October( IS, 1972, he Ceqter held an open hoUse,,

iS
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attended by approximately 25 people; many of whom had

heard about the beginning center in the basement of 4n-
. cons. Indirectly connected,with,the,Clusterdiassroom
Project, thek,becme the first active users of the Tea-
cher Curriculum Work Center.

; The Center had been open0d.a4 an-act of faith-and
everyone was excited by the reception. By January, ac-
cording to the daily,logs, the Center could boast of an
average weekly attendance Of WO teachers and /or parents.
In addition to daily consultations and"Saturday workshops;
the Center contracted to teach the 'course onope9;class-
rooms originally sponsored by the Cluiter Classroom Pro-
ject. On request, it also offered to schools and tea:.
.cher training institutions.a variety of- special work-
shops. After seven months of operation, the Center'
drafted a second probosal, which called, for on expansiol
of staff and services with no mnjoi changes in its or-
ientation.

I
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Phiiosb )-y

(

WhO,e the Center staff does not typically engage in phil-
osophic*.scussions about the nature of man and his uni-

. verse, their educational outlook might will pc character-
by Maxine Greene's,(1970) descriptibn of humanistic

education:

Humadistic education means the kind of education
primarily concerned with the growth of persons
and the autonomy of individuals,,, each one encour-
aged to discover meanings, to create his own iden-

tity in the situations of tits life.

Uumartitic education grows out of a long philosophic tra7
-->dition and rests on a foundation of psychological theory'

and research that has accumulated over the past SO >ears.
[he leacher Cuirlculum Work Center is a concrete embodi-

ofthis orientation.
In order to uncover the missiom of the Center, we

searched AI- statements that would reflect the values, /
assumpti=s, expekhations and beliefs of zee staff: 4

,:fn international'conference on teacher centers and mathe-
mitics held in St. Louis and sponsored, by /the Natiobal

Science Foundation.Parry Hammondidentified the Center'
with emerr t values of "increased autd omy and deilocracy,
a flattening of hierarchies and a deem se in the s47.6 and

extent of bureaucracies." lie set forth a number of as -`

sumptions about OA! process of change as it relates to
teachers,and the process. of learning as t.Telates to

schools and children.
thAe statements, modified in subse uent staff dis-

cu,,,sions, capture the Center's philosophyi We have relied

primarily. on Oarry's own words, incorporaing the addi7
tional suggestions of other staftrembers:,,

,

...Lot uie review some of the assumptions which

shaped the teacher Center. The five of tg wi)
begancthe Center hold most of the following be,-

liefs in common:
,

1. Fundamental educational reform will come
mainly,thrlukh those charged,withbasic educe-

responslkility; that.isi, the teachers.

2. Teachers are'lAkely to adot alternative
me,thods,ifthey hae-,eensderable input in

7

, ;
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finingitheir own educational problems and needs
and if they receive concrete help on their own- *

----.....

_-4.4..tm.s...,,

3. In -order to overcome their is"lation and take

fuller ripOnsibility for their own development,
teachers aced access to a small, voluntary, sup-

cportive-kofekssional community
,

4, Children, too, have different needs, inter-
ests, styles of learning that call for alterna-
tive learniagenvironments.
5. Ono----promiskng alternative is a more 'open' type

-.
of education characterized by increased student.

autonomy, more learning through real ,ity -based ac-
4 tivities and more contact with parents and commu-

nity. / ...

6. Especally,In'elpmentary schools, learning is
enhan,..ed i: apparatus is available,w.iich students
can manipullte and transform.

/
.4,v

i
aused on these beliefs, we designed Center around

.

the following intentions: ,

40-- To provide
1

raw materials that teachers and-

parents can transform'into curricular materials,
furniture, and other iiavning apparatus.
2. IQ provide teachers with source books for
idea starters and home-Made models,which teachers
and staff have.invented.
3. To emphasize the variety' of materials that are

available for Piagetian-based curricula and for
personalized or self-directed study in the open
classroom mode. 2 . .

4. To provide resource people who offer sugges-
tiorls apd counsel in dealing with teachers' gon-
corns. ' .

S. To encourage sharing and cellaboratiO in the
. development of new Materiaks and the mastery of

new skills. .

1 ,

6. To proVide a mSdel of a learning environment, -4

vhich may be transferred to schgbls.
7. To *elate an enviionment where teachers and .

parents may become more 'conscious' of, their abi- ,

Jity and significance .in the design of education-
al opportunities.

. *\
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Setting/Env;ronment

The Teacher Curriculum Work Center is housed in an old

brick YMCA in the central business district of an inte-

grated neighborhood.* Light and colorful, it stands at

the end of a 10Ag corridor paAted 'institutional tan'.
Two high windows on either side Of';.the door permit the__

viewer to look inside. Children and 'adults (partcular-

ly children) usin.g the building for other purpolgs are
often drawn into'this Prace,which presents a dramatic

contrast to its immgdiate surfoundings.
The first room he Center presents opportunities

in every direction. pace is intimate in scale and

fulL of stimulation. ole on the right contains,

copies of recent Cen i sic ers. Nearby is a pho-

nograph that is put to frequent use. On the left wall

is a displayof simp machines with,directions for

making the machines ou erials. A bulletin

board is covered with,pal*lets ann uncing summer pro-

grams for teachers in England and Ametila.'-gtraight a-
)

-head_is the reception desk. As one'steps Into the room,

one is met-with-a di-play of home-made and commercial

curriculum materials from a wide variety'of'sources. A.'

small window-display case cut in the wall on the right

permits one to look through to the well-lighted room

nexCdoor, where visitors are busy at a work table or at

the laminating machine.
Against the wall behind the reception desk,are

shelves of home-made games developed and/or cdnstructed

by th& staff and other Center users. In front of the

shelves stands a work table surrounded by chaii.s and

stocked- with cans full of marking pbns and fencils.

in the corner is a librkry of contemporary books on odu.:

cation. The environment reminds one of a good informal

classroom. ,

The next room contains a tall bank of shelves stock-

..:ed with raw materials of every description in labeled'op-
. en boxes: washers, blocks, labels, seeds, plexiglass,

mirrors, wire, switches, string, etc, The smell of

ced tea is noticeable and water boils on the hoL plate

by the door, Plants line the window sills and hangW
elaborate pulley systems from the ceiling. Alongside the

windows is a paper cutter,.and under its table a st9ck of

*See Figure 1 and Figure railroad board in many colors. To the right ispa la*

la for floor plan of the closet filled with supplies, and around he corner pat

Center. ,
the refrigerator is a quiet carpeted cornersfor4readi!ng,

15
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with a rack pf catalogs and magazines, such as Outlook,

:he .7eeecher Piper, LearPtings Airs, Notes from the Workshop

Center on Open Education; The Uiban-Review, and New
Schoo: News. A!so in the corner is a tri-walk bookshelf
containing books on crafts, gardening; making things and
environments.

The sounds of a power saw can be heard' from the an-
nex down the hall, which,bouses tri-wall cardboard, lum-
ber and a,ariety of power tc Is for largertprofects.

:4:16ng one w%11 runs a long wcirktable-'and the facing wall
is lined with shelves, supporting tools and materials.. At
the end of the rpom on andther table stand 'the ditto ma -.
chine and the new thermofax machine` or the production of '
ttansparepOes and ditto masters. *There is ample space
for storage of unfinished projects and often the opposite,'
end of theroom is'crowded with half-coMpleted tri-wall
creations,.

Although. the spatial arrZ.ngement. tends to draw
people together, encouraging interaction it also provides
for other spatial. needs. There ts-private-space for read-
ing, gRiet cornlersatiop, and reflection, find there is open

space Ybr construction.' In gddition, the Center has ac-
., cess to small ana large meeting rooms'for workshops. The

small scale of the Center and tke'presence of food contri-
bute to conviviality. No space !!`set aside purely for.
conversation. AIL spaces serve the dual function of so-
cializing and work.'

The Center environment is neutral, associated nei7
therywith A particular school nor with a university. Freed
from the distractions of home andowork, teachers can come
to unwind or to work on various projects. At crowded
times, asfraction is inevitable, but otherwise the atmos-
phere is peaceful and relaxed.

The environment serves ds a 'magnet' drawing visi;--
tors into a variety of activities. This function is a
product of the open display of materials and options with
"clear instructions to facilitate inquiry; the proximity
and high visibility ofottieits; and the interactive nature '-

ofthe space.. The Centetprovides visitors with stimuld-!
tin, concrete ideas, space, materials and tools to follow
through on their ideas,and.the'staff provtdes technical'
assistance if needed.

The homemade nature of much of the Center's furnish-
ings and materials communicates something about the stag--
their persoWitios, and their chiefs. It is also an tin-

invqation to make th' gs and e.plom together.
The stage is set for idea- sharin with no pretensions o

, expertise and a wplingness to 1 rn from the experien
of others. 4.

Staff members are very sensitive to space and itp,
contributicato the 'way of life' in the Center. 111FW are

continually rethinking arrangements and modifying w ex-

ists. ,space is at a premium, they consciously y, rk
to make the most of. what they have.

5..
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People Who Use Center

4

Information about Center users was drawn from the personal
background forms,which visitors were asked to fill out dur-

ing the two months under study. (See Appendix A for, copy

of form.) 121 visitors filled out formsiwhich accounts
for almost half of the people who came during open hours.

As one would expect, teachers dominated the sample
accounting for 85, or 70 percent, of the background forms.
Student teachers,who comprise the second largest category
of users (17.3 percent), came mainly from the University of
Chicago and the University of Illinois, Circle Campus.
Other visitors included parents, day care workers, family
and friends of the ,staff1- a few education professors, and

some out-of-town visitors. The majority of teachers work

with pre-school and primary school children. The Center

is not set up for middle and high school teachers and it
has few resour:es for students at those levels.

Although the Center is predominantly a community re-
source, visitors do come from all over the,city. Over half,

of the visitors in our sample live on the southside of Chi.
cago (66.8 percent), with the largest percentage coming

from the immediate community (52.8 percent). Still,

slightly over a quarter of the population (28 percent) came
from the area north and west of the Center with a. small
percentage traveling in from the suburbs (4.a percent).
The map, Appendix B, gives some indication of the Center's
geographical sphere of influence by indicating the lotai,
tions of schools where teachers using the Center work. 4LVk'

There is some pressure on the staff toenlarge the
Center in order to serve a widtlsclientele. The staff be-

lieves, however, that centers shOUld be small learning com-
munities for local teachers. They have responded to in-
,crgesed,requests for services by inAtiating plans for an
infernthip program to train staff for other teacher centers

around the city. ,

Slightly-more than a quarter (27 percent) of the en-
tire sample of teachers were newcomers during the two-month'

period under study. The same percentage, indicated that
they started coming to the Center sometime during the se-

cond full year of operation,. This strongly suggests that

the Center continues to attract a substantial number of new
clients while it simultaneously serves the'needs%of 'old '-,..k

timers'. The table below indicatet'when teachers in our

sample first started using the Center:

1.7
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th.:., 7; Teachers' First Contact with the Center
.

- --'
.

7.,:ar , 1971 ' 1972 1973
, ,,., ,

. 1974
.,,7:r,:a Oct.-Dec. m'Jan.-Dec` ..Jan.'-Dec. Jan.-Feb.

-;

3 .

3.5

23

.

.

27

32

35.6

.- '

23

27

Most of the teachers.learned about the Center by
word of mouth--from friends (22 percent), fellow teachers
(16 percent), and staff (21 percent). Some responded to
announcements in the media (15 percent). The personal'
testimony of someone who knows what the Center offers is
probably the most reliable advertisement. It further il-
lustrates how muCh of the Centyr's style relies on face-
to-face contact.

The Centerspas particularly interested in classify-
ing teachers by type of school, since much of the staff's
prior experience and some of their/urrent work takes
place in alternatlive and private schools. We found 52 per-
cent of the teachers come from public schools; 41.1 percent
from private:and alternative schools, and 8.2 percent from
day-care centers, a diversity which is valued. ,To support
this diversity activities are designedto increase aware-
ness of the common problems faced by all teachers. ,

The,Center'advocates an approach to teaching and
learning that differs raditaily from the practices in most
public schools. In light of this, the fact that so many
public school teachers use the Center suggests its potent
tial for supporting teacher-initiated changes within the
'system.

Moreover, the Center attracts teachers at eVery
stage of professional development, from neophyte too/et-,
,eran. We expected to find a larger proportioh of beginn.ing
teach.ers, hut in fact teachers in their first three,years
of experience constituted only 25'percent of the sample.
'The largest group of teachers had four to six mrs,of ex-
perience arid akmost a quarier of the sample had been teach-
ing for 0 or more years. Table 2 shows the distribution,
of teachers by years of experience:

:21:e Distribution of Teachers by 'tears of TeaChing

'kayo

7

1-3

'22

25

4-6

26 .

' 3O

7-9

17

1
10+

20

23

We used three Years as thebasicAnit of experience
bfwause it generalsylzkeg'aboutthree years for a begin- .

C.
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mpg teaeher'to work through the problems of 'survival'
a nd find her own teaching,style. . .,

Table'2a shows the age distribution of teachers in

our.sample. The youngest teacher was 21 and the oldest,
64. The latgest group was OreniV divided between 20-24
and 25-30 yvars of age:'

. -
.

Z4ble 2a; Distrihutiono0eachers by Age

Age

II'

7.

20=30 ,

76

,G2

30-40
.

21
.. .

17

40-50
.

I.,

,;13

-.10

. 50-60

4

.00

3

These stati/tics seem quite important from the view-

point of inservice teache;iducation. Many believe that

teacher education should tie a carer-long process witha,
gradual transition between preserrice.and inservice train-
ing, and continuing opportunities ibr teachers to strength-
en existing sYills and develop new ones. Typically, how-

ever, beginOng teachers have to manage on their own with-
out support from the,university that trained them or the
school system that hired them. Nor has inse'vice training
been particularly responsive to the problems of practicing
teachergjts they cope with daily institutional demands and
changing educational needs.

The Eenter.Ateems to be perfonnirig, a function that

neithey the universities_ nor the schools here have erfor-

7
me

Z
d. It has also connected'with a group of olier,,more

experienced, public school teachers who could be powerful

agents of change.

13'
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Orpanization4 Structure

.

One typology of teaching centersident.fies seven organize-
,.

tional patterns: independent:almost independent, profeg-
sional" organization center, single unit, free partnershiat.
free consortium, legislative/political consortium (Yarger,
'1974). The Teacher Curriculum Work Center exemplifies the
independent type:

, c!

This type of Gender is characterized by the absence
Of any formal affiliation with an established insti-

fhtion. Without Ithe red tape of bureaucracy, pro-

gram diiectors Ind implemeniers experience a tre-
mendous amount of freedom and flexibility. They
also) however, experience'the lack of financial
security that bureaucracy often provides. Teachers
become involved with this type of center og a purely
'voluntary basis;-thus the center tends'to have a
high teacher credibility. Independent teaching
centers' typically deal'with individua, teacher .

needs rather than complex institution concerns.

The"t-ame typplogy specifies four functional types:'
1) facilitating; 2) advocacy; 3) responsive; 4) function-
ally unique. The first "serves a heuristic, 'colleagueal',
almost social-education function..." The second type of
teaching center is characterized by a particular philoso-.
phical or programmatic commitment..."such as opn ecAa-
ti:m." The third assesses individual and/or institutional
needs and develops programs in accordance with mutually de-
rived objectives. The fourth serves "limited unique func:'
tiofis," i.e. materials development. 'The Teacher-Curriculum

Work Center exhibits some characteristics -of all four types,
as the cxerpts from the 1972-73 proposal reflect:'

At the simplest level, the Center is a comfortable;
relaxing place for teachers to come after school
tq.do their regular work and planning. It is also
a place where teachers can bring their teaching
problems and find sympathetic listeners and con-
crate suggeStions...!.

...the five of us who staff the Center are com-
mitted to 'open education'. We are vitally inter-
ested in seeing the expansion &f viable. choices
for children and teachers withiri any classieom...

...We are also committed to the use of concrete

1,1

)eo2 n
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manipulative materials wiChin the classyoom and we

encourage teachers to make their own teaching ma-

terials.
...The Center is an open classroom for adults.

It isan informal, supportive learning environ-
ment in which teachers make choices, pursuein-
terests, explore new ideas, techniques and mater- .

ials according to their indivi Styles,pri-

' orities and needs,

Perhaps the best statements about how the Center func-

tions come from the users themselves. In,the spring of its

first year, the Center sent a questionnaire to teachers in

order to get some feedback on its work. The following test-

imony illustrates. how two public school teachers and one
parent perceive the functions of the Center aiu how the

Center;, in turn, serves their needs;

can't say enough geod things about the Center.:.
It makes me feel that I'm not the only one strdg-
gling along to do the best possible for the chili

dren. It always boosts my morale to go to the

Center or attend a workshOp. The people there,are

et, always going 14 of their way to help or answer
questions.., lso they make us feel like we are so

welcome; it s been a pleasure to go. 1.

Teacher, public school

The Teach.r Center' has Oten, for me 'what 'Methods'

courses 'n Teacher Education never ikre - with ,

concept .of child development and educational
psychol gy thrown in. The fact that so many of

us are anxious to spend our time, without bene-

fit o credit, for work done, shows how valuable ,

we ferl the Center's program has been. The

mate'ials suggested for use in various disciplines
have/been relevant,' interesting, practical; inex-
pensaile to make, and best of all - all necessary 11

equ pment to make them is available...The staff

ha given of itself'sompletely. Their dedication'.

an willingness to help has been %in inspiration

to me: They have been the rock of serength'and
c mfort tomanx who know that the direction to-
word open classrooms and-the realization of kid's
potential through their needs and il4erests,are
the direction in which education must go, but
who struggle alone in a hostile world of educa-

tors, fellow teachers and testing equipment.
__The Cents r itself is a warm, comfortable'place

where,aCh -One of-us enjoys with others.

At is really, an open classroom for-teachers._
Teacher, public school

The Centecis....like a workshop with really skilled
craftsmen in residence who help you to learn. I

like to go there if I'm just browsii5, for ideas .=

2
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`An example of the news-
lItter fron the period

of study is included in
.the 'Appendices.

no one rushes me - it's comfortable. LAI wane
to made something, things aroorganized.No that
materials are easy to find. The. staff i*arways
willing to guide when nec&sary. The Center is
a place of wonder. . '

/Parent,. public school 1--

//
We did not conduct a systematic analySis oft1r6 organi-

tural proper ies of this organization with its attendent

zational stricture. Still, some description of. the struc-
tural

and fupctions is critical to an understanding of how
the Center operated at this point in time- What follows

,

is a beginni9g description based on interviews with staff,
attendance at staff meetings, and our own impressions.

The Center is a nonprofit organization. It has a
board of directors with four officers and one member-at-
large. At the time of the study, the Center had 151 members.
According to its by-lawsthe board of directors must meet
at least once a year follOwing a membership meeting. The
first annual membership meeting was held in May 1974, and
was billed primarily as a party.

(Actually, there is little distinction between paying
Members 'and other users, since the Center iS open to all
free-of-charge. A $10,membership fee is recommended, but
ne one has been barred from membership for. financial rea-
sons. Members receive a newsletter,* a membership card,
and an invitation to the annual meeting. Anyone can receive
the newsletter on a regular basis for $1 or pick UD single

ircopies at the Center.) .

The lopl4zf directors, who are the founders of,,tga
Center, also * as the nuclear staff. To describe ,the

organizational structure, therefore, is to describe the
,rodus oi;:endi which developed among the paid and voluntary
staff and was operating during the period under study.

The Center opened with one full-time paid staff mem-
ber (Joan) designated as director and four volunteers
(Sandy, Carol; Hannah, and, Barry). By the iall of the se-
cond year, the Center had three full-time paid staff mem-
bers (Joan, Barry, and Sandy), designated as co-directors.
Since then, two additional staff members have been Wired
part-tin to help with administrative and clerical work
and to serve as in-house consultant's to teachers one-afier-
noon a week. Both have contributed.mat,erials to the Cen-
ter's homemade collection. This giVes the Center seven
staff members - three ful -time paid, two part-time pfido
and tvio volunteers. -

4
Weekly staff meetings provide a forum for planning

and policy-making. The meetings that we observed were usu-
ally Otended b)Ithe tl ee co-directors and the two volun-
teers,.and open to all. An agenda i'las developed by one of

the co- directors, but additional items were added by any-
, onopresent. -Samole- agenda-items included 1) approving

,

the workshop sehedu e for a threo:month period; 2) editing
a proposal; 3) braihstorming 'about the summer; 4) deciding
on the purchase of a thermofax machine; 5) initiating a
'new Wednesdarchs.

16



Internal decisions about daily tasks seem to have

been made informally by the three co-directors, but no de-
cisions of major consequence were reached without the con-

sensus of the entire stag. Wien no immediate' decision

way,vquired, the group tended $o talk through an issue
and then return .cOt closer tothe:time when action
needed to be taken. Typically one of the volunteers play-

ed the role of 'task master' by returning the discussion
to the immediate problem at hand. No official minutes-

were.kept, but major decisions were reported in the news-
letter, and, notes, usually in the foam of reminders, were

kept in a notebbok.
Most of the educational and administrative work was

the mutual responsibility of all-paid staff, not the ex-
clusive responsibility of any one individual. A chart on

the wall listed work tasks bookkeeping, ordering supplies,
mail, newsletter, library notices) report writing, propo'
,als, duplication, filing, workshOP sch' ules, housekeep- 1

e41K\ing, Over time, expectations about who s ould do what
have been sufficiently formalized so that certain tasks

automatically go to certain individuals. Joan generally

handlss the books; Sandy takes care of reports and propoT

sal writing; Barry coordinates Teacher Corps activities.
Similarly, individuals assume leadership i educa-

tional areas'according'to xheir talents and into sts.

For example, Barry's strength is math; Joan likes 8 brain-

storm interdisciplinary units and advise on classy or-

ganization; Hannah gives workshops injanguagearts, while
Carol.leads art-related activities; All staff members .

create materials for the Center's collectiono The staff 4,

prefers to collaborate on workshops in order to learn from

each other. Sometimes they initiate a workshop on an en-

tirely unfamiliar topic in order to expand their collec-

tive repertoire. , 1

The three co-directors are generally capable of
crqssing,disciplines to work in areas outside their eXper-
tise! They.prefer to work as generalists not specialists,
whichis characteristic of most of the primary and elemen-

tary school teachers whom they serve. .

, ,
.

1,
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Program Highlights

'1.

The programs and activities of the Center can-beclassi=.
fied.by type and location. The main 'in- house' activities
consist of ly daily -consultation during open hours; 2)
a special, non-credit class ;' Z) Saturday workshops. The
main outreach activities include.1)-individual inservice
workshops in public and alternative schools; 2) series of
inservict workshops at the district level; 3) supervision
of Teacher Corps interns,

. Rather than describe all these activities, this
study will highlight one major attiVity in the Center and
one multi-faceted effort ekitside the Center. A list of
topics fer Saturday workshops at the Center and imervice
workshdps in the schools can be.found in Appendix D.-

Open Nava: Patterns e VSage
The Center is open every day after school, elle even-.

-ing a week, and all day Saturday. This is the time when
the Corker functions mAt. like an opem classrobm.for
adults. Visitors come voluntarily, select their Ain ac-
tivities, and' work' at their own pace. Staff serve's as

guides and .resource people. Thg main 'instruction' "con-
sists of unprogrammed.encounters between staff and tea-
chers, teachers aid teacher's; teachers and materials. This
informal method of teaching is a. subtle blending of self,-

motivated lerning on the part of teachers, setting.of ek-

pectationdg staff through 'style' and environmenr,, and
peer and staff reinforkement, We were especially interes-
ted in studying the.Center under.these conditions. _

Since the Center regularly asks visitorsto sign a
daily log, the.rescarcherstand staff decided to -elaborate
on this prOcednre in orderto find, out why people came_ and
hat they did. A notice posted by the reception desk in-

formed vigivirs that a study of the Center was in progress
and requested that.they use the special sign in/out forms
so that tabulatibbs of cFntet usage could bp kept. Staff
membeics shared the responsibility for monitoring this,pro-
-cedurcl they even retained a modified versien.of it after
the study was completed'. --

The usual operating procedures of the Center - -open
access and freedom from 'timekeeping' -- dictated against A'

more rigorous screening of the population of visitors. In

order to keep our research as unobtrusive as possible, we
tried not to interfere with normal Center life beyond what
was absolutelynecessdry. The perm 9f tgning'inand outs

;18 2
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was maintained throughout. A few visi_tors-did not sign

in, but those who did constitute a samele of the people
who visited the. Center during the pelriod of observation.

We are ,relyinj here on self- reported reasons for atten-:',--

dance. Qn-site obsenVations of teachers' talk and behavi-
or described in the following section complemenethe Sign-

in data.

'See Ant:m.11a L Basically the sign-in form' asked people, as'they
entered the Center, to state their reason(s)lor coming,
and von leaving, to indicate whether they accompli -shed
what they came to do and whether they did anything else of

interest. If they answered 'yes' to the second, question,
tgeywere asked to tell what they did and how they got in

_

terested.
The'open;-ended nature of the sigh-in form resulted

in a variety of reasons being. given. These reasons were ?.

tentatively grotnied into,IS categories,indicated in. Table

3. or the sake of more simplified description'and
ysis, they were further consolidated into the six categor-
ies indicated'in,the left margin' of-fable 3:

Stated Reasons fOr Visiting the Center

NLe'f'ng .4reln7-1!4

Fr7equency

ConS'truct Instructional

of Total

Aids 141 31.4

A

Laniinate (Use of machine) 62 13.8.

.7r0cia/ Reproduce materials ' 22 4.9 v

FT4477F-7..-nt' Use primary typewriter 2 ;4

Construct furniture 14 3.1

Use Center resources for
Developing Units

rjeac
Projects
Daily lesson preparation

41 9.1

and p'Inning 13 2.9

Discus, Ideas with Others 7 1.6

Consult Center personnel 11 2.4

Look overTacilities and
Materials 67 -,14.9

,!cnt#. Show Center to others 6 1.3

.7thero' Meet others 7 .,l.6

A.7.01! Check out books 7 1.6

Return books. 10 2.2

Purchase saaterials 39 8.7.
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Frequency of Individual Visits

of Visitors 4 Total Visitors

1 150 \;65.23
2 35 .115.21 . .

14 6.10
9 3.91

S 2.61

2 .86
.7 2.17
8 1 .43

9 1 .43

11 3 1.50

13 3 1.30
18 1 .43

230

.5: Stated Reasons Across Days oelleek
(Percentages in parentheses refer to
stated reasons for specific day)

TZ4e0 wed; Aura. Fri. Sat. Sun.
0

(

11 1S1 16 19 53
(21.6) (23.4)43.9) (29.6) (51.7) (39.'0) (42.9)

A

15 22 14 14, 17, 17 1.

(29.4) (28.6) (22.6) (25.9) (28.3) (12.5) (14.3)

11 17 '12 5 7 19 1

(21,6) (22.1) (19.4) ( 9.3) (11,7) (14.0) (14.3)

3

5 5 10 11. 8 24

( 9.8) ( 6.5) (16.1) (?4.1) (133) (17.6)

0 4

( 5.2)

1

(14,3)

' .1 - 7 1

( .1.9) .. ( 5.1) (1413)

9 11 5 5 , 9 16

(17.6) (14.3) '8.1) ( 0:5) (15.0) 01.8)
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Iwo hundred and thirty people made 449
visits to the Center between January 10 and February

150 (65 percent) came only once`, while 31 (13.S percent)

made four or more visits. Data on repeat visits (Table
4) suggests that the Center serves a drbp-in clientele,
as well as a ,corps of regular users. These figured do

not include people who came to attend Wednesday classes,
Saturday workshops, and other *dal programs. Since

only 23 teachers noted on the background forms that they
first visited the Center during the period of observation,
it is not likely that most of the peNle who came once
were first-time visitors.

We assume that what happens at the Center largely
results from the interaction between individual teachers'
needs and interests and the available resources and op-
portunities offered'hy the environment. The distribu-
tion of stated reasons for coming to the Center suggests
that ,it serves multiple functions and responds to a

range of, purposes (Table 3): "Making instructional ma-
terials" accounted for 31.4 percent of the stated rea-
sons for coming; other main reasons were "browsing'!
(14.9 percent) and "laminating" (13.8711.4Ecent), an indi-
cation of the importance of special tbol?"n the Centeris

workshop role.
When we examined the distribution of reasons for

coming'to the Center over days of the week (Table 5),
"making instructirnal materials" was most frequently noted
on all.days but Monday and Tuesday, aiit accounted for

38 percent of tile Saturday visitors, when the Center is
open long enough to permit extended projects. For week7

days, though, "making materials" was roughly balanced by
"using special equipment" (reproducing materials, lami-
nating, building furniture), "getting ideas" (consulting
with staff and others) and, particularly-on Wednesday
through Saturday, "browsing." Visits to "check out or

return books" or to "purchase materials" accounted for
an equivalent percentage of the slips.

The Center is a place, then, where a range of acti-
vities takes place, note bound to particular days of the

week. The accessibility of human and material resources
makes the open,pattern of usage possible. This differs

from some 'teaching' centers that concentrate on speci=
fic, focused group activities with the explicit purpose

of direct teaching. While the Center offers more struc-
tured workshops on Saturdays, it focuses its major,ener;,,,

gies on aiding teacher-initiated explorations and pro-

jects.. In this way, the Center not only gives direct
help to teachers, it models a process by which they in

turn can work with their students.
Inorder to examine the extent to which the envir-

onment shaped and extended teacher' activities, we
asked them what additional activities they engaged in

after being in the Center. A substantial numberof visi-'

tors were drawn into other activities beyond those they

reportedly came for. With 428 of the 449 responding to

the question, "Did you do anything else of interest? ",

.,
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201 (47 percent) answered "yes" and 156 of them reported

how they,, got involved. Some 38 percent found something
else to work on by "browsing through tb6c.entees re-
sources;" .23.1 percent did so by "d*scussing Ideas with
others;" 14.7 percent were "guided by the Center's staff."
'\Another 22.4 percent listed their own interests as the

, stimulation for additional activities. Curiously, only
7,'t slightly more than 1 percent reported that they became

interested in something else by watching others at work,

(The Center is not-a place for passive spectators,)' These
results suggest that people not only come to the Center
with a purpose in mind; they also find new directions by
being there.

The secondary activities reveal a different pattern
from the original reasons for coming. Table 6 shows the
relationship between reasons for coming and secom acti-
vity engaged in: Although "using Center resources," "dis-
cussing ideas with others," and "consulting with staff;"
accounted for only 13.5 percent of the, reasons for coming, ,e

together they constitute 36.2 percent'of the second acti-
vities. Perhaps the. fullest use of-tHe Center's re-

sources requires 'a familiarity which comes from active in-
volvement.

Table 6: Relationship Between Second Act Engaged in and
Original,Reason for Coming

Original Reason

11

-- Making , Using Getting Browsing Showing Chock-out

Making
Materials

Using
Special
Equipment

Getting
Ideas

Brcwsing

Showing
Center,

heck out
Books/Pur.

Materials

Materials Special Ideas
Equipment

Centor$ Books/Pur.
Materials

16 9 6 9 i 1 4

(30.2) (25.0) (24.0) (23.1) 4.3) (16.0)

i(

4 2

(11.1) ( 8:0)

,..

23 12 7 15 .1 9

(43.4) (33.3) (280) (38,5) (14.3) (36.0)

11 6 5 8 4. 7

(20.8) (16.7) (20.0) (20.5) (57.1) (28.0)

1 4 , 3 5

( 1.9) (11.1) (12.0) (12.8) (16.0)

C
2 1. 2 2 1.

( 3.8) ( 2.8) ( 8.0) ( 5.1) (14.3)
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Table 7 gives an indication of how the Center is
used by visitors as they have more experience with the
Center's resources and make repeat visits. There is a

clear trend towards increased making of materials and use
of special equipment as teachers return to the Center.
This trend supports the stated objective Of the Center:

to increase the self-sufficiency of users. In contrast,
P

first-time visitors show the most 'brOWsing' behavior,
with the general inspection of facilities and materials"
decreasing sharply as the number of visits increases.

The Center seems to be a place which enables people
to pursue their goals without interference and to experi-
ence some sense of accomplishment. This productive ori-
entation gains fur'ner support from data on how much time

people spend in t Center. Excluding Saturdays and Mon-

days, the average_ ngth of visit was 2 1/2 hours. The

mean length of visit on Mondays was 92 minutes, while
Saturdays averaged 3 hours-and-20 minutes. Although the

Center is officially closed on Sunday, some teachers not

'only used the facilities but also signed in and out! The

average.length of visit on Sunday was just 'under three

The data on how much 'time is spent in the Center

strikes us as a very important statistic. Few profession-

als would voluntarily give up their Saturdays or their
after-work hours to pursue work-related activities for

neither credit nor pay. Obviously Something-important and

Table 7: Stated Reasons fOr Repeat Visits to the Center
(Percentages Refer to Columns)

Z

Number of Visits

2-3 4 or more

Making Materials 36 21. 84

(24%1 , (30.4%) (36.5%)

Using Special 21 15 64

Equipment (14%) (21.7%) (27.8%).

, . .

Getting Ideas . 24 8 40

(16%) (11.6 %). (17..4%!

'Browding 46 12 9

(30:7%) (17,4%) (3.9%)
Ii

ShoOing Center/ 9 4

Meeting Others (6.0%) (LI%)

,

Chat out Books/ . 14 13 29

Purchase Materials (9.3%) (18.8%) (12.6)
4
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e
useful is happening,at the Center to merit this kind of

'commitmait. It also suggests that teachers are motiva,
ted to enhance their professional competence when they
have access to support and resources which they value.
A norm of productivity seems to prevail in the Center.
People come to work and they accomplish a great deal. In

addition, time spent at the Center, has spin-offs outside
the.Center: reading, experimenting in the classroom, col-
laborating with other teachers, The Center emerges as a
highly stimulating and, attractive vehicle for profession-
jil growth and development.

Teacher Training: Nacher Corps Prograw.
In August 1973, the Center contracted indirectly

with the University of Illinois to Fordinate and super-
vise teams of interns in the Teacher Corps Bilingual-
Bicultural Program at the Chicago campus.

As is the case with all the outreach programs, this
opportunity developed from personal contacts. -In 1972,
Barry Hammond net the director of the Bilingual Program,
in a course which both were taking at the University of
Chicago. Barry had given a demonstration in the use of
manipulatives for teaching mathematics which resulted.in
an invitation to teach the math methods course in the Bi- ,

lingual Program on a trial'basis. His approach, which in-
volved active participation, use of manipulatives, and the
design and construction of materials that students could
use in their clUssrooms, generated interest in concrete
and informal teaching methods.

When the program came under the auspices of Teacher
Corps the following year, students requested that Barry be
retained to teach the math class. He, used the Teacher Cen-
ter as a resource and soon the interns began to use the
Center on their .own. Allen the position of Program Develop-
ment Specialist became vacant, students urged Barry, as re-
presentative of the Center, to apply for the job. The

University could not contract with the Center, a nonprofit
organization, so the formal contractual arrangement was
made between Barry and the University, with the Center in-
cluded as a consulting resource. In reality, however,
Barry, Sandy and Joan jointly assumed the Program Develop:
ment Specialist role.

The decision to accept this contract, which termina-
ted in May 1974, was partly baked on financial considera-
tions. It was not only a source of additional income, but

,a way'for the., Center to diversify its funding base, a pre-

requisite for nonprofit status. In addition, the staff

saw their involvement as a means of gaining"legitimate ac-
cess to several public elementary schools. Because the

schools were located in a Mexican-American community, the
work would not only broaden the staff's experieuce, but
also encourage a more heterogeneous clientele for they
Center.

Involvement of the Center Staff as a group began with
program planning for the 1973-74 school year. As Program

Development SpecialtAs, the staff Worked with seven team
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leaders who were responsible for supervising 40 interns

in their practice teaching. This required regular meet-

ings with the teams and claSsroom observation of the in-

terns, a commitment of approximately two days a week for

each Staff member.
A growing, informal relationship .developed between

the faculty of the two schools'and the Center staff.,:: Joan

and Sandy took Spanish lessons with some of th'e teadiers.

Teachersother than those involved in the prograi con-

sulted wlth theApenter staff. A records day was used"to

produce tri -wal furniture and team leaders, interns, and

cooperating teachers have taken substitute days to 'work

at the Center. The Center staff briefly ran a modified

open corridor program at Jungman School twice a week as a

demonstration for Program interns and regular faculty; and

as an opportunity to work directly with children.

Although the Center staff is no longer involved in
this program, interns continue to use the Center.

3 ru
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TOcher Behavior in Center

In order to get a better picture of what teachers actually

do in the Center, we decided to conduct systematic obsei-
vations during open hours. An observation schedule was ...

developed after spending considerable time in the Center
compiling narrative records and analyzing them for fre-
quent types of physical and verbal behavior. The final
form, an on-the-spot,category system, contains seven cat-
egories of physical behavior and eight categories of talk.
The categories were defined as follows:-

Physical Behaviors
1. Note-taking. Writing down ideas, sketching ma-

terials, listing references--usually as a counterpart to
browsing or listening.

2. Browsing. ''General exploration of center re-
sources; i.e. scanning .shelves, taking. materials and/or

objects off shelf for superficial examination, flipping
through books, activity cards.

3. Manipulating. Playing with a game, following
the dire5rions on activity cards, working with manipula-
tive-or-set,of materials as intended. /

4. Construction 1. Replicating or copying mater-
ials in the Center; i.e. attribute game, geoboard, bal-
ance table. Making something which .exists in the Center.

ih-s Construction 2. Creating or originating a new
set of materials using the general supplies, raw materials
and/or special equipment. This includes a completely new
game as well as a modification of something on display.
It allows for construction projects which require some in:

put from the teacher.

6. Watching. Focused attention on someone else's
activity.

7. Other!' Transitional behavior; i.e. making cof-
eCe, hanging up coat, paying for material's, coming and

going.

Lech physical behavior was coded in terms of its social
betting: "alone" (A) if the teacher worked by herself;
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"parallel" CP) if the teacher worked with an awareness of
others in his immediate vicinity but with no direct inter-

, .

--actiszn; "cooperative" (C) if%she directly collaborated

with iaeoneelse.

Verbal, behavior

1. Social. Exchanging per information, greet-
.

ings, anecdotes, general chit-chat ynre to school. -

2. Technical. Statements' and questions about- ho

equipment works, how something is made, what materials to

use, !'how to" talk related to construction, tools, loca-
tion.of raw Materials.'

-3. Center talk(administrative). Statement's and

questions, about Center procedures, programs. Includes

checking out, books and paying4)r materials.

4. School talk -- general. Non-instructional talk

about school, relating anecdotes and experiences outside.
classroom, non-curricular in focus.

5. Classroomspecific. Anecdotes about clawqp,41:

experiences, not necessarily related to materi4Ig.

ences to particular children, activities, problems, -.

6. Resources (Materials,Methods). Questions and

statements about materials and/or methods for teaching
something; specific references to materials, activities,

c ssroom organization, scheduling, record keeping. Cur-

ci lar in broad sense.

7. Conceptual. Statements about concepts 'built

into' materials, generalizing from teacher's experience
as learner to child!s experience; talk about how to extend

learnings'from various materials, talk about values, ra-

tionale of open education. More theoretical.

8; Other.

In coding verbal behavior, the interacter was,noted: "S"

if the teacher talked with a staff member, "T"sif he/she

talked with another teacher.

After some experimentation with time-sampling tech-
niques, we decided to survey the Center every ten minutes,

observing each individual present for approximately one

minute. Even at crowded times the Center could be sur-

veyed: without missing too much between observations of

same individual.
Data were,gathered, by three observers after a ono.

hour interrater field reliability check. The results of

that check were as follows#,
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Phy. Act.,,

.
Soc. group
Verb. act.
Interactor

l &2

85.4

84.6
100

1 -00

&53

88.8
93.8
96

95

2 &3 4

86
92.3 /

96.4'.
06.1,

_Only one observer covered the Center at a time. Because
of the limited size of the rooms, it was possible to view
most activity in.the Center from the small reading area,
which was rarely occupied. The study design called for
two visits to the Center during each time period when the
Center hmolien hours (44 3 to 5, T 7 to 9;, Sat. 10 to 5).
At the, beginning of each sweep, the time was noted as well
as the physical location of each teacher.

' Brief explana-
tory notes, usually about the kinds of materials under con-
struction, were also kept. 1, '

.4..

ii
.:09'

DATA BASE.

A total of 167sweeps or 27.8 hours ofhobservation.were
ceded. Twenty-six percent of these qb;ervations consisted

A
'of a combination of talking and working, while 37 percent
were coded as verbal' interaction and 6.2 percent as'phy-
sical activity. Thus 678 observation; yielded 987 instan-
ces.of observed behavior. The data Were provided by 192
individual teachers with the number of teachers per sweep
ranging from one on fourteen occasOds to fourteen once on
Saturday. While some teachers appear more than once in the
observational records, no attempt Was made to control for
this since the purpose of the study was'to observe general,
not individual,patterns of behavikr.

The average number of teachers per sweep was 4.08
across a six-day week,, or 3.01 excluding the data for Sat-
urday, clearly the busiest day., Although Saturday work-
shops are not held in the Center proper, observations'were
discontinued for approximately half an hour each Saturday
to minimize recording the entry behavior of workshop atten-
dees. Table 8 gives a complete breakdown of observations
for each day' of the week, including the average number of
teachers per week.

RESULTS

Basically we were interested in teachers' on-going behavi-
or, what they did and talked about at the Center. General
patterns of physical activity, verbal activity, and combi-
nations of the two are/reported below:

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Table 9 summarizes the relative frequency with which the
different categories of physical activities were observed.
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:J.!c! 8: Observed

across

Day

Monday

Tuesday'

TuesdayleVe.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Frequencies of Teachers

Bays-of-the Week

# Teachers rSWeeps
(observations)

34 14

40. 13

53 23

88 26

31 8

71. 21

361 61

in the Center

Avg. H2eacherd/
Sweep

2.43

3.07

2,30

5.48.

3.87

3.38

3:91

4:1

678 166

'Table S: Observed Frequences of Physical Activities

in the Center

Physical Activity. 'k observed % of total %A %P 70C-

Notetaking 20 3.2 70 30,

Browsing . 129 20.8 64.3 15.5 20.2

Manipulating 40 6.4 30. 12.5 457.5'

Construction 1 204 32.9 61.3 25.9 12.8,

Constritction 2 154 24.8 59 397N-1044
0

Watching 19 3.1

Other 55 8.8 A -

Figures for IP, IC refer to breakdowns within the dctivity

categomeq fog Alone, Parallel, Cooperative.. 1
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Making materials was clearly the dominant activity, Cons-
tituting 57.7 percent of aft the physical behaviors. We
were interested in how much construction involved repli-

cating materials on display (Construction 1) and how much
consisted of creating 'new' materials, using the general .

.resources of the Center (Construction 2).

Constructing activities were-fairly evenly diyided
betwqen 'duplication (12.9 percent) of the total activity,
and creation (24.8 percent). Obviously the degree of
creativity involved, in the second kirid of construction
varied greatly. Rarely did a teacher come- to the Center
with a completely original idea. One teacher trought a
small plastic box with drawers and proceeded to label
each drawer according to different. parts of speech andlo
fill the drawer with sample words.' The object 6rthis
game, which is now on display,. is.to compose.aentenCes by

choosing words from theJvarious drawers. In most)caSes,
teachers prepared a 4),Irto for their.class, laminated' pic-

tures lthat they brought to the Center, developed a ver-
sion of a game already there. What distinguished the
former kind of 'construction' was'the requirement of some
kind of teacher input beyona simply duplicating what was
on display. Interestiney. enough., more application took

place on Saturday than durinfthe week. Seventy-four
percent,of all constructing activity, on Saturday was
coded as ConstruCtion 1 in contrgst to 33 percent diming
the week. Teachers tended io Litl Saturday to reproduce

a quantity of materials or to replicate amore elaborate
piece of equipment displayed at the Center; i.e. a tri-
wall bookcase. Weekdays were often used to prepare mater-
ials for immediate classroom use. For example, teachers
would mount a set of pictures or type samples of student
writing for a homemade book. These kinds of activities
were coded as'Conitruction 2.,

Browsing through the Center's resources was the se-
cond most frequently observed behavior (20.8 percent).
Although sequential data were not collected, the obser-
vers noted that browsing often preceded Making:materials.,
Ahe more passive categories of "watching" and "note-
taking" represent only 6.7 percent of all physical acti-
vities, while the more active categories (constructing,
browsing, manipulating) comprise 84.9 percent":

About half (56.9 percent) of all physical'activi-"
ties were coded alone, a quarter 26.5 percent) coded
parallel and the rest (16.6 percent) cooperative. Indi-
vidual- oriented activities predominated. While much of
the construction (approximately 55 percant) was carried
out alone, manipulating materials proved to be a coopera-
tive activity involving discuision 93 percent,,of the time.

VERBAL INTERACTIONS

Table 10 summarizes the relative frequencies for the
various categories of verbal behavior, along with staff-.
teacher anditeacher-teacher breakdowns within each
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category.,
Most of the talk in.the,Centee4that occurred with-

out an accompanying physical activity was technical or r

administrative: .33.7 percent about materials and equip-
ment, and 15 percent about,Center ppgrams and policies. -

Since teachers seem to spend most of their time at the
Center making materials, the dominance of technical talk

is not surprising.. It is likelx that much of the admin-

istrative talk occurred with heWcomers who would under-
standably,require 'some orientation'to the Center..ISocial-

izing and conceptualizing were equally infrequent (11.4

percent). We were less surprised about the infrequency
of conceptual talk than about the small amount of pbser-

'ved socializing. While the general informality of the

place andlriendtiness of the staff create a relaxed,

semi-social a norm of productivity seems to oper-

ate. Only a small percentage of the observed lnteraVons
involved references to curricular materials and methods ,

(9.8 percent). There was also'very little. discussion of

particular classroom problems and experiences (8'percent):

Table 10: *soted Frequencies of Verbal Interaction

in the Center

Verbal Interaction #observed % of tottal. %S %T

Social 43 11,4; 46:S 53.5
I

Technical 127 33.7 66;.9 33.1

0

Center 58 15.4 81 19.

School General 38 10.0 26.3 73.7

Classroom Experience 30 8.0 40 53.3

CUrricular Resources 37 9.8 64.9 35.1

Theoretical 143 11.4 67.4 32:6

Other 1

Fig as %S and %T refer to breakdown within the verbal

interaction categories for staff interaction vs. teacher

interaction.

Another interesting "aspect of the data on verbal be-

havior unaccompanied by some physiCal activity xerates to\

the question of who talks to whom about what. Technicil

and theoretical talk were the two smallest categories of

talk between teachers, except for Center talk, whiCh under;

3.5+e
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\ standably occurred with a staff member. Teachers tended
to socialize and share.school experiences with each other..
The high incidence of ,chnical and conceptual talk with
staff suggests that staff alp viewed as the main source
of both practical and theoretical knowledge. ,The prepon-
4erance of 'how-to' talk implies,ihat.thaAtafftake the
role of technical advisers or facilitators.'

The overil impression from the data on verbal in-
teraction is that talk at the Center reinforces the dom-
inant activity.

COMBINATION OF PHYSICAL AND VERBAL BEHAVIOR

The data on the combination of physical and verbal'acti-
vity provide some additional insights about the culture
of the Center and the occasions for articulated learning,
which the various activities potentially present. We can
asic the question in two ways: when teachers are making
materials at 'the Center and talking, "Ohat are they talkie
abotit? Or, when teachers are socializing at the Center
while engaged in some other activity, what else are they
doing? The difference between these two vantage points
is illUstrated by the following: While only 16percent
of, the observed duplication of materials was accompanied
by,socializing, 43 percent of the socializing that occur l

red while, teachers were working took plade during this
activi

Tabl 11 summarizes the kinds of talk that accom-
.

ponied-the tarious physical activities.. Browsing seemed
to occasion alk about Center procedures (29 percent) and
resources (22\percent). As such, it serves as an intro-
ductory activity, helping teachers became acquaintgd with
the material and programmatic possibilities at-the Center.
It also stimulaiqd some 'technical talk' (21 percent), usu-

ally questions abRut how some material or manipulative
that the teacher noticed while exploring the environment
could be made. This, supports our observationtthat brow-
sing frequently led to some kind of crstrucdon activity.

Playinkwith the\manipulatiyes on display stimulated
a fairly high percentage of technical talk (54 percent),
thus drawing teachdrs into materials-making It wa's also
accompanied by the most c ceptualizing (16 percent)., In
other words, playing an at t ibutes game, working with the

balance beam, experimenting ith the objects in a sciqnce
box did ,stimulate some talk .a out the learning process,

the place of particular materi ls'in a curricular sequenc ,

the relationship between the materials and child develop
ment While manipulating seems tq hold the potential r

encouraging teachers to make a.varkety of conceptual con- ,

nections, tha..,tendency to articulat these cohnectionsf was '
not, very'prevalent.

Construction was accompanied by more talking, in
general, than any °thin. physical acti ity. It is not sur-
prising that most of this talk was tec nical, slightly more
while duplicating (55 percent) than cr ating (45 peicent).
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(her,. AN only a moderate amount vof socializinwhilOite.
chers constructed Materials, although this Category epre-,

seats rat: second most frequent kind of talk that acCompaur

led construction.

Kind of talk Accompanying Kind of Physical
%cttrity (percentages refer toLColumnsr

. to -ffit. C. .1: Wat ch

. 3 I 12 . 8 1

I", 10'. 16% 11% 11%

.

.1; 1 lb 20 40 33 2

4..k.: 25 21s. ''.13!, S''. 45% 22%,

1
,, .
.... 2

,,s
4 2

.

n:- r 25; 29... 5% 6% S% 22%

1941,01.4.1

5

3

SW, 22. 8%

7 10

9% 13%

2 8 2

11% 22%

2 5 1

2% '6% 11%

6 ,. 4 4 - 1

8', 16'. 5% 5% 11%

4 74 37 72 72

Table 12 shows the percCniages of physical activi-,

tie-; that accompanied the various categories of talk.

While the strong relationship hepween technical talk and
,, ;Ling mdterials still dominates, some interesting differ-

: ence between the kinds of conversations that accBmpanied,
the tA.o lin . construction emerge frc this ddta. Tea-

ded to socialize ripre while replicating materials,

t3 porcent) than, they did while Aeveloping new materials

C2'.1 percent). In addition, the more original construction
activittel occasioned more statements.about how these ma-

terials could be used in the classroom. Forty-four per-

cent of the classroom-specific.talk that accompanied some

ph ,;(cat activity occurred 'ohne teache'rs were making
their own materials it. contrast to 11 percent that accom-
panivdthe duplication of something at the Center., When a
teacher te,e, the Center's general resources to embody her

Veal ilea in a concrete form,,' she probably has in mind a

)4rticulAr purpose for the materials; i.e. to teach a con-
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cept, to help an individualIthild. Duplicating. materials
Already in existence may stimulate less thinking by the

\
teacAer about their use. We do not know what goes on in
the teacher's head while reproducing something found on
display.. It may be, however, that' providing a lot of
homemade models not only gives teachers concrete sugges-
tions but also inadvertently encourages stockpiling of
materials.

DISCUSSION

While the data do not permit a direct assessment of the
Center's effects, they do disclose the nature and quality
of opportunity available and the ways teachers gen rally
take advantage of those opportunities. Since each tea-
cher selects her own activities at the Center, it s not
possible to describe uniform treatment and outcomes. In-
deed, such an expectation would contradict the basi

operandi of the Center, which depends on indi idual
choice and initiative and reliei on a self-selected pu-
lation. r

:2: Kind of physical Activity Accompanying Kinds
of Talk (% rotor to rows)

Class

:Nrrtc:41ar

onceptua1

1.

3",

2

7%

Brows.

3

llt

16'.

14%

Manip.

4

14%

20

18%

Con. 1

12

43%

40

36%

,Con.

8

29%

33
29%

2 Watch

1

4%

2

'2%

N

28

112

22 2 5 4 2_

61% 60 14'b 11% .6% 36

S 7 10

28% - 323 45% 22

5 -1 , 2 8 2

28% 50 11% 44% 6% 18

17 13 .2 5 1

57% 10% 7% 17% .7% 30

6 7 4 4 1

27% 320'' 180 18% 5% 22,

The Center seems to function most prominently as a
prrtculumworkshop and resource, with a greater emphasis

on the making of materials than their use. While materials.
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made at the Center imply new teaching practices, the
Center does not focus directly on the teacher's inter-
active classroom behavior. It is likely that teachers
carry From the Center into the classroom specific ideas
.about activities; methods, and materials. For us, a ma-
for question concerns the extent to which teachers not
only add specific instructional.methods and materials to
their repertoires but also gain the kind of broader under-
standing that results in new. ways of teaching.

This will be the focus of subsequent research.
Through teacher interviews and observations in the class-
room, we intend to followup this study by j,nvestigating
the'effects of Center experiences on the understanding
and classroom behavior of individual Cehtor users.

4
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Major Thern1es

1

We have examined, the Teacher Curricu m Work Center from I

a variety of vantage points. In order to capture a sense 1

of the whole, is appropriate to/reflect hack on this I

study and identify some recurring' themes.

Up until Ow,fhe Center has,been largely an extension
of the fort (ers,who are currently responsible for its
maintenan and growth. Small groups are often described'
in terms f their interpersonal, group, and work struc- I

ture, e h of which suppo/As a different function. It is/

excitir, when a group d'velops A way of life that can
susta its members asiindividuals, maintain group cohe-
sion/ and mobilize collective resources to get a job jy

done The group; that founded the Center fits thiS de- .

scription. From the start,there was a strong meshing of,
personal and professional goals. Their voluntary collabr
oration attests, not only to strong interpersonal liking .

but also to the professional worth of their joint acti-
vities.

Voluntarism is a major theme in the Center's way
of life. Both visits to the Center and formal member- I

ship are Voluntary. The Center is accountable only to !

its clients and its work gains integrity because indivij
duals choose to participate for their own benefit. Thel
two part-time staff members initially volunteered their,
services and A photographer for the local newspaper has
become a self-appointed scout for new additions. to the
library.

Both autonomy and comm.inity find expression at the,
Center. People come primarily as individuals with th-if
own agendas. The diversity.of resources enables Cen-

ter to meet a wide range of individual needs. The Center
encourages and promotes self-directed learning--for adults
as well as children. Essentially each teacher develops!
his/her own ,personal curriculum. Furthermore, the staff

assumes that the individual teacher is the most important
agent of educational change.

This concern for individual autonomy is echoed in
the Center's status as_an.- independent organization. In-
tially, at least, the founders decided not to affiliate
with a schooj, university, or any other parent institu-
tion,in order to 'do their own thing'. One of the major\
trade-offs is.the necessity to continually seek outside
funding. The Center has sacrificed soMe degree of per-
manency and financial security in order not to risk con-
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trol by an outside institution. While the staff is dis-

trustful of institutional affiliations that would dictate
modifications in their operation, they recognize the pro-
blems of'insuring their independent survival. ,

Closely associated with this focus on individuals
and independence is a respect for diversity.- Teachers
from very different school settings all come to the Cen-
ter. Individuals are valued as resources. Just as the

Center capitalizes on the particular talents of its staff,
so it encourages individual teachers to share their
ttrests and skills through workshops..

The Center seems to be a place where people experi-
ence a congruence of individual needs,imhgroup goals.
The collective lifestyle is unified by i 'commitment to

sharing and a sense of common purpose, The staff makes
no pretensions to special expertise And visitors are
treated as colleagues. This summer, for example, the
Center offered to send teachers to special workshops and
institutes in exchange for their conducting a workshop in
the fall to share what they had learned.

The Center provides a supportive community for.tea-
chers attempting innovations in curriculum and classroom
organization. Names are quickly learned and the infor-
mality and intimacy of the setting help people feel at'

home. While new ideas and their associated risks are en-
couraged, people seem to feel equally comfortable repli-
cating what they find in the Center,as well as creating
new materials. The sharing of ideas, feelings, and class-
room experiences lend support for experimentat n. There

is an implicit assumption that teachers, no m tter what
kind of schOnl.they teach in, face common pro ems.

Thelsharing also creates a feeling of re onsibility

for tile Center's well-being. People treat th environ-

ment with a -caspect that comes from a sense of joint oWn-

nership. Ma Xrials do,not disappear and there\are few

problems with aintenance and clean-up.
From t e start,making curricular materials was the

central conce Not only did the founders enjoy this

activity, the w we also increasing their own classroOln

resources. I ess,ue, the Center was created to enable.
teachers to do what tif6 original group found so satisfy-

ing.
The Center makeS it easy for teachers to create"

games, manipulatives, activity cards, etc. by stocking
both raw materials and tools, and homemade and commercial

models. The homemade nature of the Center and the active
example of the staff reflect an attitude of self-reliance

and a delight in improvisation. Developing one's own ,

ideas and giving them concrete embudionent is valued.
We do not fully understand the role of manipulating

and constructing materials in the teacher's personal and
professional development and the ways these expefiences
differ from and parallel the experiences of children.
David Hawkins suggests that "messing about"'produces
"early and indispensible autonomy and diversity" (Rath -

bone, p. 66). Materials-focused activities (browsing,



manipulating, constructing) are the Center's, greatest draw-
ing cards and they seem to provide a starting paint for
teichers to move in various direCtions,depending on the
frame of reference they bring. Potentially such activities
serve as a vehicle for disussing questions.central to the
teachers' work: Where does a particular piece of equip-
ment and its attendant concepts fit into a larger,curri-
cular context? How can a teacher introduce these materi-
als.to the children and extend the possible learnings?
What modifications in classroom organization- are required?
Hawkins acknowledges the indispensible role of discussion
for leading Children to conscious, abstract throughts. In
other words, "messing about" is necessary Rat not suffi-
cient. It seems equally import nt that the 'concrete' ac-
tivities at the Center be a par. of a continuing dialogue.

The Center has developed as an incremental response.
to needs and opportunities. Neither large -scale projects'
nor long-rahge plans are consonant with the Center's style
of operation. Similarly, the staff views open education
as a gradual process of increasing learning options for
childreh. While they support alternative school's, they
also believe that changes can be effected gradually in
public schools through the education and re-education of
teachers. The Center will not hurry teachers along, but
rather will support their self-paced development. It is
to be hoped that the Center will move towards greater ef-
fectiveness and permanence-in its own organic way.

Because the Center is a fluid and somewhat idiosyn-

cratic organization, it is difficult to conceptualize a
model from our descriptive findings. Furthermore, the
Center seems to be enterinea transitional period. Time
will tell whether this independent organization will be=

come sufficiently institutionalized to insure its survi-
val despite changes in leadeiship. Future documentation
of the Center's development could shed light on the natur-
al history'of teacher centers, in particular, and of al-
ternative edUcational institutions; in general.

1
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1 Appendices

Appendix A

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON PEOPLE WHO COME TO CENTER

1. Name

2. Home Address

3. Date of Birth 4. Sex M

TEACHERS: PLBASE FILL IN 5-12 AND CONTINUE WITH 18-20

5. School

6. Number of years at this school

7. Current grade level

,
8. Total years of teaching experience (exclusing present

year)

9. Type of certificate: Reg. F.T.B. Sub,

Not cert. Other (whit?)

10. Type,of degree: B.A. M.A. Other

11. Additional professional training

. 12. Other relevant.traihing or experience

OVER
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STUDENT TEACHERS: PLEASE FILL IN 13-18 AND CONTINUE WITH 18-20

13. Type of Program

14. institution

15. School where you are-,(were or will be) student teaching

OTHERS PARENTS, DAY CARE; VISITORS, ETC.): PLEASE FILL IN 16-2

16. Current position

17. Relevant training, experience, etc,

FOR EVERYONE

18. When did you first start coming to the Cen3er?

(apprOximate month and year)

19, :How did you find out about the Center?
I

20. What do you value most about the Center?

40
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Appendix B

Location of Schools Where Teachers Using the Center Work
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Appendix

NEWS FROM THE TEA HER CENTER
1400 E. 53rd Stree

Chicago, Illinois

312 - 955 - 1329

ef

AAPPY.NEw YEAR TO ALL OF YOU !

We Are looking forward to beginning this year with eno hmoney to keep us going
in reasonable style through August, thanks to a 25,00' grant from the New World
Foundation. All of you who have suffered and worried thr ugh the fall.with us know
what a delight and relief this is to us: We really hope t have collectively allot
more creative energy available for the real business of the enter. In fact plans
are already shaping up....

We have arranged with Mary Mathias to join the staff 3 afternoo s a week to help "hold
downthe'desk". We hope this will free the rest of the staff to spend more time 1)
working with thechers who come in 2) developing curriculum materi. s 3) writing
proposals, articles, letters without interruption.40

A
o

de will'also be trying a new staff arrangement which we think will add support to the
informal program of the Center. We will begin having special staff available pn
specific days of the week to talk and work with anyone around -,to serve as Center-style
resource people. There will be three of us beginning this: Joan.wili be available
on Monday's, Barry on Wednesdays, and Carole Harmon on Thursdays. Joan likes to play
around with classroom organization and arrangements and also brainstorming units of
almost,any kind . Barry is especially good on matb. related problems, and also
'building end constrt.cting anything...Carole teaches 3-5 year olds at Ancona school,
has given workshops at the Ceeter on early language materials and pre-school math.,
and also enjoys talking and working around classroom organization and just about

olno related to schools and education.

ODDS AP1D,ENDS

RESEARCH: In our last newletter we mentioned we had received a grant from S.G.U.E.E.T.
to conduct a small study abi?ut the Center. The research will be dee January - April.
The study is being, designed to describe "scientifically" what goes on in the Center.
There are several cpmponents'to the dtudy, but there are 3 you will run into now and
again when you are in the Centers (1) There will be an information form that everyone
will fill out once ( where you teach' how long you have taught, etc.) (2) There will
be a sign - in and sigh- out Card ( a slight elaboration oh the present sign-in
procedure) to find out as besit we cen what people are coming for and what they are
doing once they come. (3) There will occassionally be observers in trying to keep

-track. of what's going on throughout the Eenter at that time.

We all hope that the new procedures and forms won't be too combersome. .We -all think
there is lots to be learned through the research, and will appreciate your co-operation
and input as well.

Sharon FeiMan, U. of C. MST program co-ordinator, will be directing the research
with a part time staff of three or so, and Joan will be the staff person working with
it.

MEMBERSHIP: Membership in the Center is rising steadily - we now have 125 members,
contributing a total of i 1,411 to the Center's income. Believe it oe not, we are
in the process of printing up membership cards - late but beautiful, of course.

(cont.)
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NEWS FROM THE TEACHER CEhrLR, con't.,

more odds and ends

. STAFF NEETINGS: The Center staff Meetings are on Tuesday afternoons from 1:30 - 5:30

almost every
la

week. Sur meetings are open to anyone who would like to join us - it

is a geed time to feed in ideas (About things the Center might be doing ar just catch

. up on some of our "outside" activities (workshops, Teacher Corps, USMES, etc.) It

is a bad time to find'the staff free to do much else, so keep that in mind if you

need help with a special proje,t or Abet to do some extensive talking or working

through some problem.

THINKI.G AmEAL TO we are presently considering summer program possibilities:

We are playin4 with the notion of a 2 week intensive workthop in August.' We would,

rove your thoughts and ideas about this - what would be 6seful topibs? Would you

be interested? what if part of it was in the country? Should it be specifically

focused or directed toward general claesrocm preparation? How much material making -

if any? ?

PROGRAM

CLASS: The Wednesday clesz will resume on January 23 at 4:00. The schedule is not

set (which classes we will visit and when) so call or come by for details. New

people are welcome to join the class - just check with Joan before the 23rd.

WORKSHOPS: It is interesting that while Canter attendance overall has increased

tbis fali, course and workshop attendance have dropped. At our last staff meeting

before the holidays we talked alot about workshops 7 partly tryingto figure out

-why attendance ha$ dropped,t and also what might be done - finding other times,

different topics, better ways of publicizing the workshops or even cutting,them back.

4e also talked about how important the workshops'are to us as a staff. When we give

them, they give us Impetus to work.seriously on curriculum in a spetific area, and

when others give them, we learn acmething hew. So wf are far'from ready to give them

up. we could, however, use any suggestions or help in the publicity area.

We have also slightly altered the overall workshop format. We will begin running

serles.of wOrkahopa that "hang together". In January and February we are starting

4 series- which will probably continac.into April, one in math. (geometry -symmetry'

one in olysicd1 sciences, one in music, and one in .language. There will be (roughly)

one workshop in each series each month. The workshops 'scheduled for January and

February are;

January 12 - Teaching reading and writing through gross motor activity

led by vary Beth Guinan .

January 19 - The Mathematics of string designs and
weaving led by Barry Hammond and

Center staff.

Januaty 26 - Using wueic in the Elementary Classroom
led by Sharon Counts (elbm.

teacher at Ancona)

February 2 - playing with pendulums (simple
experiments, constructing pendulum

surds, solt pendulums, pend. as time keepers) led by Center staff

February 9 - Gattegno's "words in color" methbd
of teaching reading led by

Chris Johnson, Penny Ilernstein (teachers at the Parents School)

February 16E S etry ( working from simple pictures into turning triangles

(whit is tuchnically called transformational
Oometry) led by Pam'Ames

February 23.- rhythm and music in the clas!room, and also some home -made instruments

led by ;4etta Davis (kinderga ten teacher,
Luella) and Center staff

'arch 2 - simple mach.nes - experiments with pulleys, gears, levers, etch led by

Parry (peter staff

,43



-teather- ce nier cal ertAt r
jariva4 brucgI-9 1974

the Teacher Center is at 400 E. 53rd S'., Chic go , 11. 60615. phone 955 -1329

ri 7 F Sat .
Jan -

,

10 11 .... 12
M:00 workshop - teaching

reading and writing throw

gross motor activity -
Mary Beth Guinan ,

1h"
14

uoan in
15

staff mtg
.

open in .

evening

16

Barry in
' 17

Carole in
18

.

.

. 19

1:00 workshop - the math.
of string designs and

.,
weaving

Center staff

*
21

Joan in
22

staff mtg'

open in

ivenin.

23

Barry in
,,

4:C0 class

resumes

24
Carole in

25
,

26
1:00 wnrkshop on using

music in the class..

room - Sharon' Counts
28

Joan in

.

29,

staff mtg.

open in

evening

30
Barry in

4 :00 class

31

Carole in

.

FgP. 2

'1:00 workshop On
pendulums 0 ..-

Center staff

4

Joan in
5

staff mtg.

open in

evening 1

6

Barry in

4;00 class

7

Carole in
. 9

1:00 workshop U reading:

Gattegno's words in color
Chris Johnson and

,

,

Penny Bernstein

.
11

Joan in
12

staff mtg.

open in

evening

13

Barry in

4:00 class

14

Carole in

_

15 16
1:00 workshop, on

symmetry and geometry
Pam Ames

18

joan in

.---,1

19

staff mtg,

open in

evening

------
20

harry in :

4:00 class

,--......-
21

Carole in

.
.

22 23

1:00 workshop - rhythm
acid music; making

instruments -- Matta

Davis and Center staff

25

Joanin
26

staff mtg.

open in

evening

27
Barry in

4:00 class

28

Carole in
Mar 1 2

1:00 workshop -
simple machines

Barry Hammond and
Center staff

Regular hours: weeWdays 2:30 - 5:30, Saturdays 10 00 - 3:00, Tues. eve. 7:00 - 9:00
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Appendix D

WORKSHOP TOPICS

General and Miscellaneous: (* indicates making and/or using--
materials)

4 1. Three models of open education (3 sessions)
. e. Montessori

b. British infant schools
c. Coop School 13 (alternative)

2. Some virtues and characteristics of good home-made
manipulative materials.

3. Spate: Easy things to,build, arrangements, qualities of
space.

4. Building with tri=wall*

5. Methods of recording children's progress in an Open

classroom.
'

6. The Unit ,approach: How one idezitan go everywhere in your
classroom and hopefully, beyond. brainstorming am inter-
disciplinary unit: the city, bread, dreams, Medieval Europe,

imaginary islands, Indians, time

7. Two simple teaching machines (can be used in any area) -

the electric board and the sandwich board*

8. Cooking in the classroom.

9. Curriculum in boxes via activity, qprds.
r.

Math

10. Number balance beams!

teoboards*, . 4

12. Slide rules Tdition, multiplication, directed numbers,

number bases)

13. M41-computers*

14. Th. Papy computer*

15. Crazy clocks (mod 5, mod,6 or whptever)*

16. Tangrams*

17. Sorting problems*

18. Geometry domes*

19. geometry - sOmefry!

20. ,Logic and sets*

21. Logic and sets*

22. Electricity and circuits*

23. Home-made. 'attr'-ibute games and prOblems4

(cont.)

5u
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Math continued

24. Attribute games and problems (commercial)*

25. Using Cuisenaire rods (from building towers to division
of fractions)*

26. Mira - its uses* A

27. Using Dienes bloCks*

'28. The Exchange Game*

29. Materials for teaching number bases and place, value
(Dienes blocks, exchange game, abacus, bean sticks,
binary computer, number cards)*

30. Measurement activities for pre-school throu§h 4th grade -
area, volume, lenth,,time, weight; scale (each could be
a separate workshop)*

31. Theory and materials series - the Nuffield maths (5 sessions
,..:-on conservation of number, graphing, simple irasuremeni,
.itc..)*

_,--
..

32. Th.tory and material series - II basic concep s underlying
ma

k
(3 sessions minimum)*

33. Map Ing*

Science

General - science In boxes*

35. Planting*
.

a36. Terriraiums and d;luariums

37. Batteries and bulbs*

38, Magnets* .

39. Kitchen physics*.

40. Colored solutions-and mystery powders*

41. Sink and float*

42. Time*

43. Sand and water*

44. Sampling an environment*

45.. Astronomy *

Science'from toys*

47. pendulums*

.

49. Simple minded science (meiiing snow, leaf lotto, planting).*

50. Sidewalk science and backyar4 satar4
pont.)

46
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i

Social Science

5i. The city ad.the neighborhood*

52, Anthropology.ln the elementary school

mapping*

54. Units (Indians, Ancient Greece, islands)

55. Use Of role play

'Art

56. 9otiles'

57, weaving*

-5B. ;rrnting and rubbings.*

'axing aper*

60, Collie an sculpture: the infinite glue Jar*

tI, i7:ontrottions that "work"(

6, Art with 41.

63, Photograpny and blueprints*

ilome-made instruments*

nythm gr.mes4

t7. cre/ativc! mov.;mtrt

PnIgalt

:1:.a-a--lng in tV0 open classroom

*.tarnln3 to read froln-bojoks they wr:te

.7Q. manipolatlue malerial's_

71, Pra.readini materials Crhyming cards, sequence cards,

forn.malcn)* .

.
- . .

7.. Anola word m-aterials (olectil.ic board, sandwich board,
word-picture match cards, object box, key vocabulary,

491)"103 and Poom,_conversation books, etc,)

4.1

r ",

at.)

(cont.)-
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Language continued

73. Phonics materiajs for initial consonants, vowels,
blends (vowel boxes, electric boards, sandwich boards,
twist-a-word, flip books, the e-ehe boOks, word' wheels)
word gamily box, etc.)*

74. Integration of language into the classr"oom

75. Writing

76. Preparation for writing

77. Poetry and creative writing*

78. Language devqlopment from a unit approach

79. A few humane approaches to s.pelling and grammar

80. Drama as language development

18
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Appendix E

Sample of Siin-in/out Form

sign-in/uuf procedure: Please fill in one form
each tine ypu come to the Center. Thanks.

'lame

Time in

Reason for coming today (please specify)

**r*x**xxl(4x**wli(****3

Tine out (to be filled in 'on way out)

Did you do what you came for?

Did yob do anything else'of interest?

yes

yes

If yeS, what?

...and how did you get interested in it?

no

no

.49
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Appendix G

Category Definitions

Teacher Physical Behaviors

I. Nete-talyng

writing down ideas, sketching materials, listing
references usually as a counterpart to browsing or
listening

2. Browsing/Leafing (exploring)

examining manipulatives on display shelves, looking al
written curricular materials on shelves, taking materials
and/or objects off shelf for superficial examining,
flipping through booklets, cards, etc., scanning raw
materials shelves;:general exploration of resources;'
focused attention (see note below)

3. lanipulating

playing with game, following directions on activity
card, working with manipulatives or set of materials
as intended

4. Constructin I (replicating, copying)

making place of furniture,gaMe,set of cards, manipula-
tive; includes replicating niece of material in Center
or creating own piecp of Material or equipment.

5. Constructing 2 (creating; originating)

Using general supplies (magic markers, Scissors, rulers,
dittoes, primary typewriter) and specia equipment to
make own material's. Source of idea feral outside the
Center. No actual model in Center.

6. Watching

Observing'activity of another teacher 04 staff:

7. Other

5 fi 51



Appendik G continued

Teacher Talk

I. Social

exchanging personal,information, greetings, anecdotes,
general chit chat unrelated to school,:

2: Technical

Statements and questions about how equipment works,
how something is made, what materials to use, "how to"
talk related to construction tools, location of raw
/materials. e

3. Center talk (administrative)

statements apd questions about Center procedures,
programs, includes checking out books and paying for
materials

4. School talk - general (non7curricular, non-classroom
focused)

Non-curricular talk about school, relating anecdotes and
experiences outside classroom

5. Classroom experiences with equipment and/or material

Concrete statements about how materials were used or
could be used in classroom; not theorizing about effects
on children beyond their liking or disliking; not ex-
tending or .generalizing from experience; anecdotal

6. Resources (curricular, books)

questions and statements about specific materiials and
manipulatives for teaching something; concrete and spe-
cific references to printed curricula or objects in
Center.

7. conceptualizing aboufteaching/learning

statements about cognitive processes built into materials;
generalizing from teacher0 experience as learners to
kids' experience; setting material in curricular f.ramo
of reference; talkiiig about now to introduce materials
to ch,ildren and /or work with them; talk about
including grouping .and classroom organization. .

8. Other

52
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Also available as part of the North'Dakota Study Group on

Evaluation series:

..)::servation and Description: An Alternative Nethodology

fer the Investigation of Human Phenomena
Patricia R. Carini

A dandbook on Documentation
Brenda Engel

4n Open Education Perspective on Evaluatio
George E. Mein

Deepening the .tiestions About Change.,. Developing the

Open,. Corridor Advisory

Lill an Weber

Alternative Evaluation Research Paradigm

Michael Quinn Patton

Single copies $2, from Vito Perrone; CIL

U. of North Dakota, Grand Forks,,'N.D. '58201
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